What cheek!

Of all research animals, only hamsters have removable cheek pouches. Indispensable grab bags for the researcher.

These pouches are privileged sites. When the animal is anesthetized, the pouch can be temporarily removed through the mouth (still attached) — and later returned to the hamster. The accessibility of this transparent area makes possible the microscopic study of living tissue. Such microcirculation studies as the effect of drugs on the bloodstream. Or any pharmacological investigation. And because the pouch area has almost no immune response, tissue transplants and tumor studies relating to cancer research are aided still further.

Our Lakeview hamsters (golden, cream and albino) are raised under the proven breeding techniques we’ve developed since 1949. If you’d like more information on our cheeky hamsters, just call, write or order. And pick a pocket or two.

Lakeview Hamster Colony
P.O. Box 85, Newfield, New Jersey 08344, (609) 691-2786
A Charles River Company
What will you see in Gray's Fetal Calf Serum?

Nothing!

No bacteria/No fungi/No yeast/No mycoplasma/No rickettsia/No detectable virus.

The unique patented "Gray Process™" utilizes non-ionizing radiation to completely sterilize sensitive protein solutions in the final container without destruction of protein or alteration of product efficacy.

Production of Gray Fetal Calf Serum is rigidly controlled from aseptic collection of fetal calf serum through carefully monitored manufacturing procedures, precise application of the unique "Gray Process," and extensive quality control procedures. The result is a uniformly efficacious product which affords the opportunity to conduct experiments and production without fear of introduction of ruinous adventitious agents.

Each bottle of Gray Fetal Calf Serum meets the following exacting specifications:

**Sterility**
Microbiologically sterile (including bacteria, yeast, fungi, mycoplasma (PPLO), rickettsia and detectable virus.)

**Protein Concentration**
Not less than 3.0 gm%

**Native pH**
6.9—7.2

**Hemoglobin**
Not more than 50 mg%

**Gamma Globulin**
Nil (electrophoresis)

**Stability**
No substantial change in growth properties with prolonged storage

**Cell Growth**
Promotes cell growth on primary and serially passaged cell lines

Gray Fetal Calf Serum is available in 100 ml and 500 ml screw cap glass bottles. Other animal sera treated with the unique "Gray Process" are also available. If you wish samples of Gray Fetal Calf Serum or information about other Gray animal sera, simply fill out and return the coupon.

Gentlemen: I am interested in learning more about the Gray Process™.

Please send me:
☐ Samples of Gray Fetal Calf Serum
☐ Information on other animal sera

Name: _____________________________
Title: _____________________________
Organization: _____________________
Address: __________________________
City: _____________________________
State: __________ Zip: ______

Gray Industries, Inc.
2300 West Commercial Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33309
Sharp
Clear
Accurate
QUANTITATION
WITH cappel !!!

NEW RADIAL IMMUNODIFFUSION READER

IMMUNODIFFUSION KITS . . . . $55.00 each

72 DETERMINATIONS OF . . . . . . Human IgA
or Human IgD
or Human IgG
or Human IgM
or Human IgA (Pediatric)
or Human IgG (Pediatric)
or Human IgM (Pediatric)

PROFILE KIT . . . . . . $55.00

18 DETERMINATIONS EACH OF: Human IgA
Human IgD
Human IgG
Human IgM

STANDARD CURVE INCLUDED WITH EACH KIT

IMMUNODIFFUSION PLATES AVAILABLE FOR OTHER PROTEINS AND OTHER SPECIES.

Specialists in Fluorescein, Rhodamine, Ferritin and other chemical conjugations.

cappel laboratories, inc.
DOWNINGTOWN, PA. 19335, U.S.A.

phone: (215) 269-0275 (215) 269-0500
Bio/Physics Systems proudly announces:
two exciting new instruments for
automatically measuring, differentiating,
counting, and characterizing individual
cells, cell constituents or particles.

The Cytograf and Cytobfluorograf are the subject of pending patents.
These new instruments represent the successful culmination of years of research devoted to replacing the complex, tedious, and time-consuming methods of ordinary optical microscopy with what is, in essence, "automatic microscopy."

These automatic devices very rapidly measure and display multiple photometric properties of individual cells flowing in a liquid suspension. As a result, conventional manual procedures usually requiring minutes—or hours—can actually be accomplished in seconds.

Now, since the implications and applicability of this new technology are enormous and will inevitably challenge the ingenuity of researchers in many fields, we propose a dialog. Begin by reading the brief description of these two instruments below and then ask us for detailed information. After familiarizing yourself with the impressive capabilities of these devices, instruct us as to your wishes. Would you like to see an instrument in action? Would you like to attend one of our Workshop sessions? Would you like to submit samples to our Applications Laboratories? We'll work with you in any way you prefer. Begin here.

**The Cytograf**

This instrument has two major capabilities: (1) It can distinguish between stained and unstained cells in many procedures involving cells that take up blue or green stains (e.g., in viability analysis, tissue culture studies). (2) It can size a wide variety of cells or particles within the 1 to 100 micron range.

**The Cytofluorograf**

This instrument can characterize and differentiate cells based on scatter measurements, scatter and fluorescence of cells stained with a fluorescent dye, or two wavelength fluorescent emissions from a metachromatic fluorescent dye. (Typical applications: mass constituent analysis, vital stain analysis.)

Now if your work involves the capabilities described above—or logical extensions of them—a dialog may well be mutually beneficial. Your turn:

Write Bio/Physics Systems, Inc., Baldwin Place Rd., Baldwin Place, N.Y., 10505, or complete coupon.
BIOLOGY OF THE IMMUNE RESPONSE

Edited by Peter Abramoff, Marquette University
and Mariano F. La Via, The Bowman Gray School of Medicine

1970, 492 pages, $12.95

Biology of the Immune Response fills the gap which exists in immunology today. While interest in immunology has grown at a rapid rate, until now there has been no book which presented factual information on immunological problems at a basic level and in a comprehensive manner. This book deals with the fundamental aspects of immunology at the cellular as well as the molecular level. It is biologically oriented. The up-to-date coverage of present literature and factual information makes this book a valuable asset to all those interested in immunology, physiology, pathology, genetics, and related fields.

An outstanding feature of the text is its unified approach. In addition to the two principal authors, there are eleven contributing authors, each writing in his area of specialization. These authorities have worked in conjunction with Dr. Abramoff and Dr. La Via to provide an integrated, well-organized, and unified text. The unevenness of style and approach characteristic of many multi-authored works has been eliminated.
A coherent new text tailored to meet the needs of all your students!

**A New Book!**

**TEXTBOOK OF IMMUNOLOGY**

An Introduction to Immunoochemistry and Immunobiology

This well-balanced new text can help you meet the demands of the broadest range of student interests and levels of knowledge! Effectively correlating current information, modern terminology, and clear illustrations, it describes the varied aspects of immunology in a concise and intelligible manner. Sections on chemistry of the immunoglobulins and immunochemistry are complemented by sections on the phylogeny of the immune response and cellular aspects of the immunoglobulin response. A similar balance is maintained in other discussions, making this new text *much more than a catalog of immune responses!* The carefully chosen references stress review series which provide a broad base of additional readings. Give this useful book a place in your teaching plans!

Fig. 8-5. An electron micrograph of bacteria within a phagocytic cell which has now become rather agranular because of extensive phagolysome formation. (Courtesy D. Senhauser and E. Adelstein.)

By JAMES T. BARRETT, Ph.D., Professor of Microbiology, University of Missouri School of Medicine, Columbia, Mo. November, 1970. 324 pages plus FM I-X, 7" x 10", 185 illustrations. Price, $10.50.

---

**Help us to serve you better.....**

**USE YOUR ZIP CODE**

Remember, your zip code provides faster, more direct delivery of your journals. Use it on all correspondence, too.

---

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**SURVEY COURSE IN IMMUNOLOGY**

The Annual Survey Course in Immunology, sponsored by the American Association of Immunologists and supported by a Training Grant to the University of California from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, will be held at the University of California at San Diego (UCSD) in La Jolla, California, July 19 through July 30, 1971.

The course is intended primarily for university or college instructors. The number to be selected will be limited to approximately 50. Selection will be on a competitive basis and decided by the Committee on Admissions.

Applicants should submit a letter to Howard M. Grey, M.D., Division of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, National Jewish Hospital and Research Center, Denver, Colorado 80206, not later than April 1, 1971. The letter should be accompanied with the following information and supplied in quadruplicate: 1) curriculum vitae, 2) current research and teaching activities, 3) reasons for wanting to enroll in the course, and 4) background in immunology.

There are no formal application blanks. A $100 registration fee will be charged. Per diem costs at the University are approximately $10.
A number of lots of commercially prepared fetal calf sera have been shown to contain viable viral agents.\textsuperscript{1,2,3} The presence of these agents could result in misleading test results or viral contamination of normal cell populations.

BBL routinely tests all lots of calf and fetal calf sera to ensure the absence of bovine cytopathogenic agents. There is no charge for this service.

This new test procedure, coupled with BBL's quality control procedures, including: cell growth efficiency, sterility, immunoelectrophoretic evaluation, and evaluation for total protein content, provides an excellent sera product for all cell culture applications.

Also available from BBL: MicroTest II tissue culture plates with cell cultures, normal and agamma sera, media, cell cultures, and reagents.

For your copy of the BBL Tissue Culture Products catalog write:

BBL, Division of BioQuest
P.O. Box 175
Cockeysville, Maryland 21030

In Canada: Becton, Dickinson & Co.,
Canada Ltd., Clarkson, Ontario


Photos courtesy of Dr. C. W. Molander.
The new Technicon® Automated Immunoprecipitin System for specific protein determinations.

- 8 clinically significant specific proteins
- 50 samples/hour
- Results within 20 minutes
- Dramatic economies in labor and reagents
- Up to 60 complete profiles per day

The AutoAnalyzer® immunoprecipitin system for specific proteins provides a more accurate result in less than 10% of the time it takes for manual procedures, and at less than 10% of the cost. Operating at 50 samples per hour, the AutoAnalyzer system gives you results within 20 minutes.

With the currently available list of eight specific proteins you can now perform up to 60 complete profiles per day. While each of the proteins listed has clinical significance of its own, a profile of all is undoubtedly of greater value than any single test.

The accuracy, economy, and speed of the AutoAnalyzer system make such a profile practical for the first time.

For more information on this new advance in blood profiling write Department 128.

Technicon Instruments Corporation
Tarrytown, New York 10591

IgG  IgA  Transferrin
IgM  Albumin  Alpha, Anti-trypsin
C3  Haptoglobin
Brief Background
Schwarz/Mann has a major commitment to peptide synthesis. Witness: we introduced the first commercially available Automated Peptide Synthesizer, we supply virtually every starting material needed for peptide synthesis, and we offer a custom peptide synthesis service. But that’s only part of the story.

The Other Part of the Story
Our peptide chemists. We are most proud of this unusually competent and innovative group. Without doubt, it’s one of the finest assemblages of experts in peptide synthesis. For example, this group has synthesized:


- Plus: (Leu₁₋₅¹⁴C (UL)) (Asp₁, Ile₂) Angiotensin I, (Ile₁₋₅¹⁴C (UL)) (Asp₁, Ile₂) Angiotensin II, (Pro₁₋₅¹⁴C (UL)) Bradykinin, (Pro₁₋₅¹⁴C (UL)) Lysyl Bradykinin, (Pro₁₋₅¹⁴C (UL)) Methionyl Lysyl Bradykinin.

All of which now leads to this next offer...

You can direct our peptide research without leaving your desk.

Clearly, if anyone is in a position to synthesize the peptides you want to work with, we are. What would you like to have? Which peptides would you like to study now? Or in the future? If our peptide chemists were your peptide chemists, what would you ask them to do for you?

Note well: we’d be sad if the reader viewed this present effort as a covert way of soliciting orders for our custom synthesis service. Though we certainly welcome these, that’s hardly the point of this piece. Rather, we wish to know—as you should wish us to know—what interests you so that our synthetic work can be keyed to your needs. (We want to be relevant, too.) Finally, there is absolutely no subsequent obligation of any kind on your part to purchase any of the peptides that you enumerate below. Write Schwarz/Mann, Orangeburg, N.Y. 10962, or use coupon below. Thanks.
This dry agarose film

is the newest concept for immunodiffusion

The SeaSep System:
• A clear, rehydratable agarose film with pre-formed sample wells to save preparation time
• Offers reproducibility
• Is easily prepared by rehydration to a gel
• Stable on shipping and storing
• Comes in a plastic tray for ease of handling and storage
• Prepared from standardized SeaKem Agarose

Please call or write for further information

Produced, tested and sold by

Marine Colloids, Inc.
BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS
Rockland, Maine 04841 • Phone (207) 594-4436
THE JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY®

Information for Subscribers

Published monthly, beginning January, 1929. (From the 1916-1925, and in 1928 Volumes I-X inclusive, and Vol. XV published bi-monthly.)

The subscription price is $48.00 per year in U.S.A.; $51.00 elsewhere. Single copies, when available, are $5.00 in U.S.A.; $5.75 elsewhere. The subscriptions of members of the American Association of Immunologists are included in the membership dues and are handled by the Association's Treasurer, Dr. Henry Metzger, American Association of Immunologists, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Md. 20014. All other subscriptions should be sent to the publishers.

Change of address: Publisher must be notified 60 days in advance. Journals undeliverable because of incorrect address will be destroyed. Duplicates can be obtained (if available) from the publisher at the regular price of single issues.

New subscriptions and renewals are entered to begin with the issue scheduled for publication 60 days after receipt of the order, unless otherwise requested.

Subscriptions should be renewed promptly: To avoid a break in your series, subscriptions should be renewed promptly. The publishers cannot guarantee to supply back issues on belated renewals.

Back volumes are available in microfilm from University Microfilm, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, and Arcata Microfilm Corp., Spring Valley, New York 10977.

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
Publishers of Scientific Books and Periodicals
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21202 U. S. A.

for prompt subscription service...

Please use this coupon and attach a recent label in the space provided when writing to us about:

- change of address
- renewal
- questions regarding your subscription

Please use the space below to indicate your new address.

Name____________________________________

Address____________________________________

City/State/Zip______________________________

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
428 East Preston Street/Baltimore, Maryland 21202
and now...
from the producers of SeaKem Agarose and SeaSep Immunodiffusion films

SeaPlaque Agarose

- Localized gel hemolysis
- Plaquing techniques
- Thermal-labile microorganism work

See the new SeaSep Systems
at Booth F-52 at the 55th Annual Meeting
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
McCormick Place • Chicago • April 12-16

Or write us indicating your specific areas of interest and we'll forward data on all the new SeaSep Systems as they become available

Produced, tested and sold by

Marine Colloids, Inc.
BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS
Rockland, Maine 04841 • Phone (207) 594-4436
We don't try to hide the special brand of service we give every customer. Every order. Every time.

Putting service first has kept us first in our field. So has our stock of more than 4000 biochemical items . . . the finest, purest, and most complete line you'll find anywhere. Our prices are truly competitive, too, because we do business with customers the world over.

Speedy delivery is another of our strong points. Within just one hour of receiving your order, we've filled it, checked it five separate times for accuracy, and sent it on its way. At your request, we'll send exactly what you need, anywhere in the United States, in just 24 short hours. And we'll guarantee anywhere-in-the-world delivery in only 80 hours.

For all your biochemical needs, call NBCo. We've got great things up our sleeve.

Please send the NBCo. information which I have checked below to:

Name__________________________
Company name_____________________
Address__________________________
City_________________ State____ Zip____

☐ Enzyme Manual  ☐ Diets Manual
☐ Biochemicals Catalog

NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMICALS CORPORATION
26291 Miles Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44128 Phone 216-662-0212

We're proud of our service record.